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Direct Testimony of Amanda Levin
BPU Docket Nos. GO 18101112 & EO 10121113

I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

Please state your name, aff’fliation and business address.

My name is Amanda Levin. I am a Policy Analyst for the Natural Resources Defense Council.

My business address is 1152 15th Street NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC, 20005.

On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding?

I am testifying on behalf of Environment New Jersey ("ENJ"), Envirotunental Defense Fund

("EDF"), Sierra Club ("SC"), New Jersey League of Conservation Voters ("NJLCV") and the

Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC").

ENJ, founded ha 2006, is one of the State’s largest nonprofit, citizen-based advocacy

organizations. The state offices are in Trenton and New Brunswick. ENJ’s political arm is a

project of Environment America, Inc. which is a nationaI network of state-based environmental

advocacy orgarfizations, representing more than a million citizen activists and members across the

country. In New Jersey, there are more than 20,000 dues-paying citizen members of ENJ,

primarily in North and Central Jersey, a majority of them in the service area of PSE&G.

EDF is a national nonprofit membership organization that links science, economics, and

law to create innovative, equitable, and cost-effective solutions to society’s most urgent

environmental problems. EDF has more than 421,000 members nationwide, including more than

13,000 in New Jersey and many in PSE&G’s New Jersey service territory.

NRDC is a global nonprofit membership organization that combines the power of more

than three million members and online activists with the expertise of some 750 scientists, lawyers,

and policy advocates across the globe to ensure the rights of all people to the air, the water, and
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the wild. NP,_DC has more than 410,000 dues-paying members globally, including more I2,000 in

New Jersey and many in PSE&G’s New Jersey service territory.

Sierra Club is the nation’s oldest and largest grassroots environmental organization, with

more than 20,000 members in New Jersey. Sierra Club is dedicated to exploring, enjoying, and

protecting the wild places of the Earth; to practicing and promoting the responsible use of the

Earth’s resources and ecosystems; to educating and enlisting humanity to protect and restore the

quality of the natural and human environment; and to using all Iawful means to carry out these

objectives.

NJLCV, founded in 2010, is a leading environmental group in New Jersey. It is the state

affiliate of the League of Conservation Voters, located in Washington DC, whose environmental

work spans the past four decades. NJLCV’s offices are in Trenton and Princeton and it has nearly

12,000 subscribers, many of whom live in PSE&G’s service territory.

Please summarize your education, relevant employment experience and other professional

qualifications.

My professional and educational background is provided in detail in the attached Exhibit 1 that is

incorporated herein by reference.

In my current position at NRDC, I focus on analysis and advocacy around carbon and

energy policies, decarbonization strategies, energy efficiency, renewables integration, and

wholesale market reform. As part of my role, I serve as an expert witness for NRDC and partner

organizations in front of state utility commissions, legislatures, and federal agencies on issues

related to utility regulation, rate design, and utility resource planning.

I have served, or am currently serving as, an expert witness in proceedings in front of the
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Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, Idaho Public Utilities Commission, New

Mexico Public Regulatory Commission, New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, and Montana

Public Service Commission. I have previously testified on issues related to utility disincentives to

pursue energy e~ciency, including alternative mechanisms to address these disincentives such as

decoupling and more limited lost revenue adjustment mechanisms.

My research on electric restructuring, alternative utility business model design, and

indusl~ial energy efficiency program design have also been published in a variety of academic

press and journals. (See Exhibit 1).

Have you previously testified before the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities?

I filed testimony on behalf of EDF and NRDC in BPU Docket Nos. ER18010029 and

GR18010030 (Petition of Public Service Etectric and Gas Company for Approval of an Increase

in Electric and Gas Rates and for Changes in the Tariffs for Electric and Gas Service).

What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding?

My testimony will address four topics. First, Section III of my testimony will explain my support

for PSE&G’s request to implement a full decoupling mechanism, known as the Green Enabling

Mechanism (GEM). Section IV of my testimony wilI discuss the importance of mitigating the

impact of the energy efficiency rider and related riders, tike GEM, on low-income customers. I

will also provide recommendations to ensure the impacts from this filing are minimized for these

customers. Section V of my testimony will discuss potential revisions to the Company’s cost-

effectiveness screening tests, including the addition of a Resource Value Test in future EE filings

and other best practices PSE&G should follow when applying cost-effectiveness screening tests.

Lastly, Section VI will provide comments on a number of PSE&G’s pilot programs designed to

create more transparent and effective pilots. This section will also include a few suggestions on
5
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potential me~ures to be considered, based largely upon programs adopted in neighboring states.

II. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations.

First, I support the approval of a decoupling mechanism for PSE&G, which is catled a

Green Enabling Mechanism ("GEM") in this proceeding. Decoupling - or breaking the link

between a utility’s sales and revenue - will be an essential element of meeting the targets laid out

by PSE&G in this Clean Energy Filling (CEF). In my testimony, I also recommend that the

Company, in consultation with Board Staff and interested stakeholders, undertake and fund a

third-party audit after GEM has been in place for 3 or 4 years. This audit would allow the utility,

Board, and stakeholders to understand and measure the impacts of GEM on customers, clean

energy procurement, the utility’s finances, and utility operations, among other things, once there

is sufficient data on the mechanism.

Second, I discuss concerns on the potential impact energy efficiency riders and/or revenue

adjustment mechanisms (like GEM) may have on low-income constuners. This stems from a

concern that low-income customers face greater barriers to participating in energy efficiency

programs or otherwise have less ability to respond to price signals - cutting or shifting

consumption - to reduce energy bills if rates increase. Luckily, there are several steps that can be

taken to mitigate these potential impacts. I detail a number that PSE&G has already included in

this filing, as well as provide a few additional recommendations.

I offer two recommendations related to the design of PSE&G’s income eligible program:

(1) lower the eligibility for the income eligible program to be in line with the more common

levels used to denote "moderate" income, specifically either 250 or 300 percent of the FPL and

(2) use oil-to-electric conversions as an efficacy measure, in place of its "oil-to-gas-
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conversions" measure, i also list rccommended elements to be included in PSE&G’s Evaluation,

Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) reporting for both its income eligible and multi-family

programs, including asking PSE&G to set participation goals for LMI sub-sectors and report and

track participation rates of low-income and moderate-income households separately in its EM&V

reporting tbr its income eligible program.

Third, I describe the Resource Value Framework, the principIes that underpin it, and how

and why the Board and PSE&G could implement this framework in their own cost-effectiveness

screening. I also provide additional recommendations on how PSE&G could incorporate "hard-to-

quantify" benefits into their screening tests (RVT, Societal Cost Test, or otherwise), like including

a "low-income societal benefits adder," as a proxy for the fact that low income customers see

greater benefits from the same efficiency improvements than a household with a lesser energy

burden.

Lastly, I make a number of recommendations to enhance and strengthen the company’s

proposed pilots. Broadly, many of the pilots, as detailed in the CEF, identify important needs and

opportunities, but suffer from a lack of transparency and few opportunities for engagement and

review from stakeholders. I provide several recomrnendations to create a more open,

collaborative, and transparent process from start to finish. I also include a few more specific

recommendations on individual pilots, raising additional measures or technologies that should be

explicitly noted and considered during the development phase. This includes studying the use of

cold-climate heat pumps and heat pump water heaters as load-shifting/demand response resources

in the Emerging Technologies & Approaches pilot and considering the use of electric vehicles

(and vehicle-to-grid integration) and electric water heaters as part of the Non-Wires Alternatives

pilot.
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III.    PSE&G’S GIVEN ENABLING MECHANISM

Do you support PSE&G’s Green Enabling Mechanism?

Yes. I support PSE&G’s Green Enabling Mechanism (GEM).

Why are mechanisms such as PSE&G’s GEM necessary in order for a utility to fully

promote all cost-effective demand-side measures, including energy efficiency and other

distributed energy resources?

Under the current rate structure, PSE&G would see a reduction in both the Company’s

recovery of authorized fixed costs and shareholder welfare if it were to pursue the company’s

22 efficiency subprograms identified in this filing. Energy experts, the New Jersey Legislature,

and the Company itself have identified this ioss of fixed cost recovery as a potent disincentive

to the development of energy efficiency programs.~ It is called the "throughput incentive’a,

where traditional "cost-of-service" regulation motivates a utility to increase sales and resist

efforts that would decrease sales. This is because a utility ct~rently recovers much of its

authorized costs, including those that are fixed in the shorter period - like capital investments -

through the energy (kWh) charge. If sales decrease, a utitity’s profit and actual ROE decreases,

and if sales increase, profit and ROE increases. PSE&G has estimated that the programs, and

anticipated savings, identified in this filing would result in a loss of $901 million in revenue

for the mility between 2019 and 2024.3 Annual impacts in 2024 would amount to $164

1 See P.L.2018, c.17, pg. 16 (hereinafter referred to as "Clean Energy Act of 2018"). This Act requires all utilities to submit an
annual petition seeking recovery of, among other things, "the revenue impact of sales losses resulting from implementation of
... energy efficiency and peak demand reduction schedules..."; Regulatory Assistance Project (hereafter referred to as RAP),
"Revenue Regulation and Decoupl[ng: A Guide to Theory and Application", April 2011.
z As an example, See Sedano, Richard,, "Addressing the Throughput Incentive and Digging into Decoupling", Presentation on
behalf of RAP, March 3, 2016, Pennsylvania PUC En Banc Session in Docket M-2015-2518883, Harrisburg, PA,
~:i/www.puc.state.pa.us!Generalipdf/EnBanc/ARM EnB 030316-RAP PPT.pdf
3 See Response to Discovery Request RCR-POL-0009

8
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million.4

It is important to note that decoupling is just one element or "leg" to support the

implementation of a successful utility efficiency portfolio. Decoupling does not provide the

utility with an incentive to pursue additional or all cost-effective efficiency, it just eliminates

the disincentive a utility has to pursue cost-effective measures.5 Ideally, a suite of policies or

mechanisms should be implemented, with mechanisms (e.g. decoupling) that both remove the

financial disincentive for PSE&G to pursue energy efficiency measures, as well as offer

financial incentives for the utility to pursue greater or all cost-effective energy savings.6

With this filing, PSE&G has proposed to vastly increase the size and scope of energy

efficiency in its territory. This filing would significantly increase savings, from 0.4 percent of

retail sales currently to 1.8 percent annual incremental sales by 2024.7 This is equivalent to an

additional savings of 570,826 MWh a year in 2024 (compared to anticipated savings in 2019),

or enough to power 81,000 households in PSE&G’s territory annually.8 The utility has also

proposed several innovative pilots to better understand new technologies and push the

boundaries of efficiency offerings in the state for the future. More can, and should, be done to

achieve the 2 percent target incorporated in New Jersey’s "Clean Energy Act of 2018", but the

programs in this filing are a strong and serious effort from PSE&G to meet these legislative

objectives. The GEM proposal is a complementary and essential piece in allowing PSE&G to

pursue this expanded, strengthened efficiency portfolio over the next several years.

Are the existing perverse incentives limited to energy efficiency?

4 Id.
~ See Response to Discovery Request RCR-DEC-0016.
6 Maggie Molina and Marry Kushler, "Policies Matter: Creating a Foundation for an Energy-Efficient Utility of the Future",

June 2015, ACEEE White Paper, http://aceee.org/sites/default/files/l~olicies-matter.l~df
7 Direct Testimony ofKaren Reif, Clean Energy Future Energy Efficiency Program Plan, pg. 3 of 224

~ Id.; U.S. EIA, Form 86IM, with data for December 2018. https:/!www.eia.gov!electrMty/data]eia861 mi
9
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No. In the last few years, a number of customer-sided technologies have become more

affordable and widespread. Like energy efficiency investments, a utility also has a

disincentive, or otherwise perverse incemive, under a traditionai "cost-of-service" approach to

promote or help customers invest in these newer, "behind-the-meter" clean technologies such

as distributed generation (DG).

Much like energy efficiency investments, DG - most notably rooftop solar - can also

significantly reduce a utility’s sales. DG has become a much more common and desirable

customer option over the last few years, thanks to technology cost declines and utility, state,

and federal incentives to boost local renewable development. The U.S. Energy Information

Administration estimates that over 40,000 customers in PSE&G’s territory are net metered

customers, with almost 6,850 customers added in 2018.9 Five years ago, only 12,500 customers

in PSE&G’s territory had net metered on-site generation. In 2018, these small-scale solar

facilities produced more than 1.9 TWh of energy in New Jersey, equal to 2.5 percent of the

state’s retail sales.1°

Under a cost-of-service regime, each kWh of distributed solar that is used by a home is

a kWh sale lost. And with additional state and commission policies, such as net-metering, the

utility may face an even more significant financial penalty and disincentive from increasing

DG deployment within their territory. Mechanisms that address the "throughput incentive"

historically associated with energy efficiency can also address a utility’s disincentive to

promote or help customers invest in DG. In fact, several decoupled utilities have explicitly

noted that decoupling mechanisms have allowed them to be more amenable to and accepting of

U.S. EIA, Form 861M, with data for December 2018. https://~vww.eia.~ov/electricity/dataieia86 l rni
See U.S. EIA, "Electric Power Monthly with Data for December 2018", February 2019.

https:i/www.eia.govielectrici~!monthly/.
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the growing number of DG appIications and installations in their territories.

These newer teclmologies also provide another compelling reason to break the link

between a mility’s financial health and sales. Advanced metering technology - coupled with the

development of "smart" or grid-enabled, internet-connected appliances- and distributed energy

resources provide customers with significantly more control over their energy consumption and

supply. These energy technologies and the ubiquity of other internet technologies has also

changed customers’ expectations from their utilities. Selling electricity and providing reliable

service is no ionger enough; customers want good customer-centric service and control of their

usage, bills, and electricity supply.Ia Utilities must change to meet this new reality. Breaking the

link between sales and a utility’s profit is a small but vital first step; doing so will allow PSE&G

to adopt a business model based on providing energy products and services tailored to meet

customer needs while maintaining a reliable grid. PSE&G’s filing in this docket is a clear step

towards this more customer-centric, technology-forward approach.

Do you have any recommendations on PSE&G’s GEM?

Yes. While not necessary for the successful implementation of PSE&G’s mechanism, I believe

the recommendation below would address many concerns that parties frequently raise about

decoupling, including some of the concerns raised by other intervening parties in past dockets in

from of the BPU. I recommend the Board:

~ See, "Steve Wishart, Xcel’s manager of pricing and planning, ’Like any other business, the more sales we get, the more
revenue we get. If we break that link, we can embrace things like energy efficiency and rooftop solar -- which decrease our
sales. Those things are great things, and our customers Iove them, but we lose revenue’",
https:~/www.biz~i~urna~s.c~m~denver/news/2~ ~ 7/06/2~/chan~ing-h~w-c~radans-pay-f~re~ectrici~. ‘htm~. See also the Direct
Testimony of Alice K. Jackson, Submitted July 13 in Proceeding 16A-0546E, in front of the Colorado Public Utilities
Commission; Puget Sound Energy’s Third-Year Decoupling Report in WUTC Docket UE-I70033/170034, Direct Testimony
and Exhibits of Ion A. Piliaris, Exhibit No.~ (JAP-29).~2 As an example, See GreentechMedia, "Utilities ’Need to Be More’ Than Electricity Providers, Entergy and ComEd Execs

Declare," February 6, 2019, https://www.greentechmedia.c~m/amp/artic~e/uti~ities-need-t~-be-m~re-than-e~ectrici&-pr~viders-
enterg~,-and-comed-exec? twitter impression--true.
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Require PSE&G, in consultation with Board Staff and interested stakeholders, to

undertake and fund a third-party audit after GEM has been in place tbr 3 or 4 years. The

third-party audit would review the impacts of GEM on customers, including speciaI ibcus

on sub-classes of specific interest, and the utility’s financial and efficiency program

performance, among other things. This would help inform the Board, stakeholders, and the

utility on the impacts of and possible improvements to the GEM in the future.

Why do you recommend that the Board require a third-party audit of GEM following an

initial period of time?

Parties in the past docket on GEM raised questions on the impact of decoupling on consumers, the

utility and flae utility’s cost of capitaI. Recent decoupling orders have required utility-funded

third-party audits of decoupling mechanisms following an initial period to address such concerns.

For example, the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC), as a condition

of decoupling, has required all three investor-owned utilities to complete a third-party audit

following the thi~’d year of the initiaI decoupling mechanism,t3 For Puget Sound Energy -the first

electric utility in Washington to receive approval for decoupling - this third-party audit was of

significant value when the utility, stakeholders, and the WUTC were deciding whether to approve

the continuation of the utility’s decoupling rider and any adjustments for furore years. The results

of this audit and later orders on Puget’s decoupling mechanism will be discussed in more detail in

following sections of this testimony.

The Board should direct PSE&G to convene interested stakeholders to advise on the

development of study criteria and questions, as well as the hiring of the third-patV auditor, and

the Board or Board Staff should oversee the audit process. The audit can either be fimded tl~ough

13 For example, See WUTC Filing UE-I 21697, Order 07 and the Amended Petition for Decoupling Mechanisms on behalf of

Puget Sound Energy, Inc., and NW Energy Coalition.
12
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genera1 rates wi~ a cap on allowable study eosts14 or funded by the utility’s shareholders.

The audit should study the impact of decoupling on: consumer bills, disaggregating

between energy efficiency program participants and non-participants, with a separate focus on

low-income customers; utility efficiency performance; utility cost control incentives; customer

service; and the utility’s cost of capital, among other things.

IV. MITIGATING IMPACTS ON LOW-INCOME CONSUMERS

Please explain what impacts this filing may have on Io~v-income consumers, specifically.

Some parties, both in New Jersey as well as in other states, have expressed concern that energy

efficiency riders and/or revenue adjustment mechanisms (like GEM) may have a negative impact

on customer bills and energy affordability, especially for low-income consumers. This stems from

a concern that these low-income customers face greater barriers to participating in energy

efficiency programs or otherwise have less ability to respond to price signals - cutting or shifting

consumption - to reduce energy bills if rates increase. Luckily, these concerns can be and have

been successfully addressed by regulators in other states, including in New Jersey.t5

First, it is well-documented that low-income households live in less efficient housing and

devote a greater proportion of their income to utility bills than do higher-income households.~6 In

New Jersey, those making less than 30 percent of the median state household income spend 18

~4 For example, a cap of $150,000 was established in the initial PSE docket. See Amended Petition for Decoupling

Mechanisms on behalf of Puget Sound Energy, Inc., and NW Energy Coalition.
15 For example, NJ Natural Gas’s mechanism that was first approved in 2006 includes an annua! shareholder funding

commitment for energy conservation, in addition to a number of other ratepayer-protection elements. As another example,
New Hampshire’s Public Utilities Commission approved a settlement in 2016, which (1) approved Lost Revenue Adjustment
Mechanisms (& decoupling after the initial LRAM pilot ends) (2) established state-wide energy efficiency standards and (3)
increased the minimum low-income share of the overall energy efficiency budget from 15.5% to 17%. See State of New
Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, Energy Efficiency Resource Standard Order Approving Settlement Agreement, Order
No. 25,932, entered August 2, 2016.
16 Drehobl, Ariel, and Lauren Ross. "Lifting the High Energy Burden in America’s Largest Cities: How Energy Efficiency Can

Improve Low-Income and Underserved Communities," ACEEE Report u 1602, April 20, 2016 https:/!aceee.or~/research-
re_~ortiu 1602.
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percent (if owners) and 11 percent (if renters) on energy expenditures, according to federal data.17

Those making the median state household income or greater spend just 1-2 percent of income on

energy. Energy efficiency can help address many of the underlying factors that contribute to a

high energy burden by helping homeowners, multifamily building owners, and tenants replace

inefficient, oId appliances and improve the efficiency of the building’s shell (like ieaky windows

and doors or poor insulation).

At the same time, however, low-income customers face numerous barriers to participation

in efficiency programs. One such barrier would be the "principle-agent" problem. Low-income

customers may rent, rather than own, their homes. While they may pay for their electricity and gas

service, they are likely not making large appliance purchasing decisions. Instead, the landlord

likely makes this decision, and the landlord (who doesn’t pay the utility bills) likely chooses less

efficient, but lower upfront cost, appliances and is not incentivized to fix drafty homes. Credit

constraints can be another barrier to participation for these customers.

This makes welI-designed, specifically targeted efficiency programs for low-income

customers an important consideration for utility portfolios. If not, low-income customers - who

are already bear large energy burdens - may face higher rates (due to the inclusion of energy

efficiency related riders) without the bill savings from reducing their own energy waste. It should

be noted that even those who don’t participate in energy efficiency programs will see benefits

from energy efficiency.18 This includes lower energy prices (due to reductions in energy demand

across the system, especially in peak times), avoided costs of new transmission and distribution

investments (e.g. from the Non-Wires and Non-Pipes Solutions pilots), reduced environmental

U.S Data. Gov, Low-Income Energy Affordability Data (LEAD) Tool, ~s://catalog.data.gov/dataseticlean-energy-for-
low-income-communities-accelerator-energy-data-profiles-2fffb

American CounciI for an Energy Efficient Council, "Why everyone benefits from energy efficiency programs,"
~s://aceee.orgibloW20t 5i06/why-eve~b, one-benefits-energ.2

14
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compliance costs, and public benefits from reductions in air pollution. However, parties may be

concerned that these non-pa~icipant benefits will not outweigh the rate impacts from the energy

efficiency related riders in this filing.

What steps have and can PSE&G take to mitigate potential rate impacts on these low-

income customers?

There are a number of steps a utility can take to mitigate potential rate impacts from energy

efficiency-related riders, including those related to both program costs and lost revenues

associated with savings (including those recovered through a broader mechanism, Iike GEM).

This includes measures taken that: reduce the probability of large, single rate increases; increase

participation of Iow-income and multi-family in energy efficiency programs; increase funding for

low-income programs, including both energy efficiency and bili assistance programs; and

monitoring of the performance and impacts of these mechanisms/programs on low-income

customers.

PSE&G’s filing includes a nmnber of elements that should mitigate or protect low-income

customers from facing net costs from the programs identified in the CEF. First, the filing includes

a number of targeted programs for low-income and multi-famiIy customers.19 These programs are

designed to directly tackle the various obstacles to participation noted above. In PSE&G’s

Residential Multi-Family and Income Eligible sub-programs, the company has included specific

marketing and product offerings designed to address landiord/tenant dynamics, customer

awareness, and credit constraints. For example, in the Multi-family program, the company has

noted that a key element of the implementation strategy will be "targeted outreach to property

19 PSE&G notes in its’ filing that "This CEF-FF program offer savings opportunities across PSE&G’s customer base, with

special emphasis on the hardest to reach sectors: low-income and multi-family customers, and small business, local
government, and not-for-profit commercial customers. Pg 4 of Clean Energy Future Energy Efficiency Program Plan, Direct
Testimony of Karen Reif.
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owners," including one-on-one meetings and participation in association events; this program will

also make it easier for interested property owners and tenants to take advantage of services,

offering participants the ability to schedule direct, in-unit installation and making in-trait HVAC

tune-ups free for owners and tenants.2° The Income Eligible program will be marketed to both

tenants and landlords, and include coordinated outreach and marketing to churches, community

organizations, and other local non-profits to increase customer awareness (and hopefully

uptake).2! The utility is also proposing to offer on-bilI financing options, which - if designed

appropriately - can be useful for customers with credit constraints.22 These program design

elements should encourage greater participation from low-income customers, and greater savings

from these more vulnerable communities.

Second, the utility has included elements in its Green Enabling Mechanism (GEM) to

protect customers from significant rate impacts due to the operation of the mechanism. This

includes the use of a "soft" rate cap, where excess surcharges are capped and unrecovered

balances are allowed to roll-over into future years. A "soft" cap is essential to allow the

mechanism to serve its primary propose, which is to eliminate financial disincentives associated

with PSE&G efforts to reduce electricity consumption, while preventing customers from

experiencing large rate shocks and rate volatility. PSE&G’s proposed cap of 6.5 percent of

distribution charges is appropriate and in line with many of the caps set in other proceedings

across the country.

What evidence is there on the customer impact of a revenue decoupling mechanism, like

GEM?

20See page 28-29 of Clean Energy Future Energy Efficiency Program Plan, Direct Testimony of Karen Reif.
21Id. Pg. 32.
22See Henderson, Philip, "On-Bill Financing: Overview and Key Considerations for Program Design," NRDC Issue Brief,
July 2013.
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The evidence has shown that decoupling mechanisms, generally, have had little to no discemable

negative impact on energy affordability for customers. An exhaustive review of a decade of

decoupling experience in the U.S., including more than 1,200 decoupling-related rate adjustments,

found that most adjusm~ents (85 percent for electric) were within "a percentage point or two either

up or down." 2~ In the study, "a percentage point or two" amounted to less than. 7.5 cents per day

for the average electric customer.24 Evidence from other jurisdictions have shown that these

resulting, small adjustments have had no discemable impact on a customer’s conservation

behaviors.

As part of Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE) eIectric and natural gas decoupling settlement

~E- 121697 and UG-121705), PSE agreed to fund third-party evaluations of PSE’s decoupling

mechanism over the initial program period. These evaluations reviewed the overall impacts of the

decoupting rider on consumers, on low-income consumers specifically (defined as bill-assisted

consumers), and on conservation program performance. PSE completed both a second- mad third-

year evaluation, which both came to similar conclusions.25 Pertinent findings related to customer,

and customer service, impacts include:

The size of decoupling adjustments was small - small enough to not noticeably impact

customer incentives to conserve energy.

There was no significant difference in decoupling impacts (as a % impact on bills) for

low-income residential consmners and non-bill assisted residential consumers.26

23 Morgan, P. (2012). A decade of decoupling for US energy utilities: Rate impacts, designs, and observations. Graceful

Systems LLC. http://aceee.org/files]pdf/collaborative-reports/decade-of-decoupling,pdf
~4 See Morgan, p. (2012). Pg. 3.
25 See-Puget Sound Energy’s Third-Year Decoupling Report in WUTC Docket UE-170033/170034, Direct Testimony and

Exhibits of Jon A. Piliaris, Exhibit No. __ (JAP-29); WUTC Docket UE-121697, "Second Year Evaluation of PSE’s electric
and gas decoupling mechanisms, on behalf of Puget Sound Energy, from Ken Johnson"
26 Puget Sound Energy’s Third-Year Decoupling Report in WUTC Docket UE-170033/170034, Direct Testimony and Exhibits

ofJon A. Piliaris, Exhibit No.~ (JAP-29), pg. 60-65.
~.7
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The evaluators found no evidence of adverse impacts on customer service or on the

utility’s incentives to control costs or on operational efficiency. In fact, PSE’s annual

average increase in O&M costs has declined when compared to the historicaI growth

rate.27

The third-party evaluator did not find any conclusive evidence to suggest that the

decoupling mechanism has any adverse effects, building off the earlier finding that

"decoupling for the [first] two years studied is, in a word, harmtess’’28 and "without a

downside.’’29

As part of my testimony on PSE&G’s proposed Green Enabling Mechanism, I have

recommended that the Board require PSE&G to undertake a similar study of its own after a few

years of the mechanism being in place. This would provide the Board, PSE&G, and interested

stakeholders with better, utility-specific information on cost impacts of the GEM on low-income

consurners in PSE&G’s territory.

Do you have any recommendations for the Board to further mitigate potential impacts on

low-income customers?

Yes. I have two recommendations related to design eIements of PSE&G’s income eligible

program and one recommendation related to PSE&G’s Evaluation, Measurement, and

Verification (EM&V) reporting for both its income eligible and multi-family programs. I have full

confidence that PSE&G’s GEM proposal and EE fiting in this docket would be of net benefit for

all of its’ customers. However, these recommendations would provide additional assurance that

27 Id see pg. 21.
zs See WUTC Docket UE-121697, "Second Y~ar Evaluation of PSE’s electric and gas decoupling mechanisms, on behalf of

Puget Sound Energy, from Ken Johnson," pg. I 10.
29 See WUTC Docket UE-121697, "Second Year Evaluation of PSE’s electric and gas decoupling mechanisms, on behalf of

Puget Sound Energy, from Ken Johnson", pg. 8.
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these programs deliver the anticipated savings and services idemified in the filing.

What is your recommendation related to

programs?

EM&V for these low-income and multi-family

As a note, there is a possibility that the company’s planned EM&V reporting would include this

proposed element; the EM&V requirements, as detailed in the filing, did not provide enough

detail to determine this.30 With that note, the Board should require PSE&G, as part of its armual

EM&V reporting for the Residential Multi-Family and Income Eligible programs to:

(I) report actual participation and savings,

(2) compare actual participants and savings to projected participants and savings (as noted

in Table 13 and 15 of the Clean Energy Future Energy Efficiency Program Plan),

(3) provide an explanation/rationale - to the extent feasible - for any discrepancies

between the actual and projected outcomes, and

(4) lay out corrective steps, if actual participation and savings are lower than projections,

to be taken during the next program year to improve program outcomes.

What are your additional recommendations for the income eligible program?

I have some concerns with the eligible income limits, as proposed by PSE&G. While I applaud

PSE&G for its effort to increase its ability to serve vulnerable population by increasing spending

and eligibility limits, expanding LMI services to earners as high as 400 percent of the federal

30 1 will also note that the Clean Energy Act included language specifying that an EM&V stakeholder process must determine

the EM&V. "The board shall establish a stakehoIder process to evaluate the economically achievable energy efficiency and
peak demand reduction requirements, rate adjustments, quantitative performance indicators, and the process for evaluating,
measuring, and verifying energy usage reductions and peak demand reductions by the public utilities. As part of the
stakeholder process, the board shall establish an independent advisory group to study the evaluation, measurement, and
verification process for energy efficiency and peak demand reduction programs, which shall include representatives from the
public utilities, the Division of Rate Counsel, and environmental and consumer organizations, to provide recommendations to
the board for improvements to the programs." See
https://www.state.ni.us/b~u/~df/pub~icn~tice/Energy%2~Ef~ciency%2~pub~ic%2~n~tice%2~ 1-22-t 9.1~df.
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povert3~ level may have the unintended consequence of shifting efficiency improvements and bill

savings away from those that need it most. I also recognize that the inclusion of moderate-income

customers is impo~ant given the relatively high cost of living in the state, and given that moderate

income customers often have a higher than average energy burden but do not qualify for federal

efficiency assistance. To that end, I suggest a few alterations intended to allow for a more

expansive LMI program, while still ensuring that those with the lowest incomes receive sufficient

funding and support.

As some background, there are a number of differences between low- and moderate

income households. Across all income brackets, the lower the income, the higher the probability

of living in an older home.3~ This means low-income households tend to live in older buildings

than moderate-income who tend to live in older buildings than high-income households. In

addition, low-income households are also more likely to be renters, rather than owners.32 Low-

income households are the only income bracket to be majority renters. As a result, when broken

down into subcategories of below poverty, poverty to low-income, and low-to-moderate income,

those below poverty can have energy burdens four times higher than those in the highest brackets

of the LMI category.33

In addition, PSE&G’s proposed income eligibility is significantly higher than most other

programs. According to an ACEEE analysis, the most common eligibility levels under 200

percent of the federal poverty line (FPL) for low income and between 200-250 percent of the FPL

for moderate income. The State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network has used a slightly

3~ "Energy Efficiency Financing for Low- and Moderate-Income Households: Current State of the Market, Issues, and

Opportunities," State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network, August 2017.
https:iiemp.lb!,gov!sites/defaultifiles!newsilmi-final0811 .pdf.

33 "Report on Alternative Approaches to Providing Low and Moderate Income (LMI) Clean Energy Services," New York

Clean Energy Advisory Council (CEAC) LMI Clean Energy Initiatives Working Group, Feb 3, 2017.
20
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higher botmd for moderate income, of between 200 - 300 percent of the FPL.34

I am puttir~g forward two suggestions that could help address this potential unintended

shift of resources. First, would be to lower the eligibility for the income eligible program to be

in line with the more common levels used to denote "moderate" income, specifically either 250

or 300 percent of the FPL. Second, having PSE&G commit to setting participation goals for

LMI sub-sectors and reporting aggregated income data of participants in its annual EM&V to

track participation rates of low-income and moderate-income households separately.

Lastly, I would also suggest PSE&G add oil-to-electric conversions as an option, in

place of its "oil-to-gas-conversions" measure noted in the description for the Company’s

income eligible program.35

V. A CASE FOR ADOPTING A RESOURCE VALUE FRAMEWORK

What is a Resource Value Framework (RVF)?

The Resource Value Framework (RVF) was developed by the National Efficiency Screening

Project (NESP) in 2014.36 It is a framework of principles and recommendations to provide

guidance for states to develop and implement tests and designed to "provide each state with the

flexibility to ensure that the test they use meets their state’s distinct needs and interests, as

provided in relevant energy policies and regulatory orders." These principles include:

a. Efficiency as a Resource. EE should be compared with other energy resources (both

supply- and demand-side) in a consistent and comprehensive manner.

b. Applicable Policy Goals. Screens should account for the energy and other applicable

34 "Energy Efficiency Financing for Low- and Moderate-Income HousehoIds: Current State of the Market, Issues, and

Opportunities," State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network, August 2017.
https:!/emp.lbl,gov/sites/default/~les/news/Imi-finat081 l.pdf35 See pg. 32 of Clean Energy Future Energy Efficiency Program Plan, Direct Testimony of Karen Reif.
36 National Efficiency Screening Project, The Resource Value Framework: Reforming Energy Efficiency Cost-Effectiveness

Screening, August 2014.
2~.
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policy goals of the state. This could include state and/or local energy plans, renewable

and energy efficiency standards, climate change goals, low-income objectives,

environmentaI protections and regulations, etc.

c. Hard-to-Quantify Benefits. Screening should not exclude relevant benefits because

they are difficult to quantify or monetize. Using best-available information, proxies,

alternative thresholds, or qualitative considerations to approximate hard[]to []monetize

impacts is preferable to assuming those costs and benefits do not exist or have no

value.

d. Symmetry. Tests should be applied symmetrically, where both relevant costs and

relevant benefits are included.

e. Forward-Looking. Analysis of EE impacts should be forward-looking, capturing die

difference in costs and benefits that would occur over the life of efficiency measures

and those that would occur absent efficiency investments.

f. Transparency. Program administrators should use a standard template to explicitly

identify state energy goals and document assumptions and methodologies.

How would the Board implement RVF?

RFV is conducted via a series of seven steps:

1. Identify and articulate the applicable policy goals, including those set by legislation,

regulatory orders, other regulations, and advisory board decisions.

2. Lay out and include all utility system costs and benefits.

3. Decide what non-utility impacts should be included in the primary effectiveness screen

(e.g. participant impacts such as reduced bitls, increased comfort, increased health &

safety, increased productivity, property improvements; additional impacts on low-income

participants such as reduced foreclosures, reduced need to move/relocate due to unpaid
22
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bills, or poverty alleviation; non-utility fuel impacts; water impacts; environmental

impacts; punic health impacts; economic development and jobs; energy security).

4. Ensure the test is symmetrical, considering all relevant costs and benefits.

5. Ensure t~e analysis has a forward-looking scope and only considers incremental impacts.

6. Develop transparent methodologies, with opportunity for input, to account for all relevant

impacts (as determined in steps 2 & 3).

7. Present the inputs and results of the cost-effectiveness test in a transparent, open manner.

Where has the RVF been used?

RVF has been used in Minnesota in a report funded by a grant from MN Depamnent of

Commerce. The report described how the framework could be applied to cost-effectiveness

analysis for energy efficiency in Minnesota and makes recommendations based on MN policy.

The State of Rhode Island has also directed the distribution company to develop a RI cost-

effectiveness test that is guided by the RVF principles.37

Why do you support RVF?

The consideration of non-energy benefits and appIicable policy will be essential to develop

successful energy efficiency programs that meet the needs of residents, the Board’s objectives,

and broader state energy goals. Given the recent passage of the Clean Energy Act, the Governor’s

announced intention for New Jersey to re-join the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, and the

scope and technologies considered in PSE&G’s Clean Energy Fillings, the Board should move to

develop policy-aligned cost-effectiveness tests that are symmetrical, transparent, and fully

consider the harder-to-quantify benefits of efficiency. Achieving the goals encapsulated in state

~7 State Of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Public Utilities Commission, re: The Narragansett Electric Company

dib/a National Grid Annual Energy Efficiency Plan For 2019, Settlement Of The Parties, Docket 4888, Submitted October 15,
20t8, http:i/www.ripuc,~rg!eventsactions/docket!4888-NGrid-EEPP2019(10-15-18).pd~
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policies, like the Global Warming Response Act, New Jersey Energy Master Plan, and Clean

Energy Act, will require the Board and state utilities to value environmental externalities of

criteria pollutants and greenhouse gases (including without limitation carbon dioxide and

methane), peak-shaving benefits (kilowatts, not just kilowatt-hours), and the development of a

local clean energy economy, for example.

Are you proposing the Board consider additional revisions to its effectiveness tests?

Yes. The recommendation I propose here could be applicable for the Company’s existing Total

Resource Cost Test (TRC) and Societal Cost Test (SCT), or a Resource Value Test (RVT) (as

determined through a Resource VaIue Framework process).

I recommend including a "low-income societal benefits adder," which serves as a proxy to

account for the fact that there are benefits associated with serving iow income customers that are

greater than the benefits the same efficiency improvements might provide a household with a

lesser energy burden. High energy burdens and poor housing quality contribute to health

problems: poorly heated or cooled homes contribute to asthma, respiratory problems, heart

disease, arthritis, and rheumatism. These healthcare costs are often at least partially borne by the

state directly, and moreover reduce the productivity of the workforce at large. Additionally, when

LMI households cannot pay their energy bills, it increases rates for everyone; carefully crafted

energy efficiency programs can serve as an effective vehicle to put money back in the pockets of

those who need it most, while lowering costs for all ratepayers.

Special attention should be paid in the development of methods for cost-effectiveness

screening to account for these harder-to-quantify benefits. One such approach, taken by a number

of states like Washington, Colorado, and Vermont, is to include a multiplier on the calculated
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benefits from LMI programs)8 For exampIe, in Colorado, low-income program benefits included

in the test calculations are increased by 20 percent "to reflect the higher level of non-energy

benefits likely to accrue from DSM services to low-i~come customers.’’39 The State of Vermont

has taken a similar, if not more holistie, approach for its own cost-benefit analyses. The state

implements the SCT with both a 15% non-energy impact (NEI) adder and a 15 % low income

adder.40

I recommend that the Board require PSE&G to incorporate these "adders" in future

effectiveness screening tests so that no relevant benefits of energy efficiency programs are

excluded on the grounds that they are difficult to quantify or monetize. The ultimate value of such

adders could be determined in a transparent process with interested stakeholders. Including such a

component can help ensure that investment is directed to disadvantaged customers that are often

more expensive to serve and help meet the Board’s objectives to promote energy affordability mad

energy access.

Do you have any other comments?

Yes. If PSE&G does not adopt or the BPU does not require PSE&G to adopt a Resource Value

Test, then I recommend that PSE&G use the

energy efficiency programs.

VL

SCT4~ as the primary method for evaluating its

COMMENTS ON PSE&G’S PILOT PROGRAMS

Please summarize your recommendations in this section.

s8 ACEEE, Supporting Low-Income Energy Efficiency: A Guide for Utility Regulators, https://aceee.or~isectoristate-

p~licyitoolkit!supporting-low-income.39 Public Utilities Commission of the State of Colorado, DOCKET NO. 07A-420E, Decision No. C08-0560, "Order Granting

Application in Part," Adopted May 23, 2008.
40 NEEP, Non-Energy Impacts Approaches and Values: an Examination of the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Beyond, June

2017, https:/!neep.or.~/sites/defaultifiles/resourcesiN EI%20 Final%20Report%20 for%20N H%20updated%2010.4.17.pdf
41 PSE&G has noted that it used the SCT as the primary test in this filing. See pg. 8 -9 of the Clean Energy Future Energy

Efficiency Program Plan, Direct Testimony of Karen Reif.
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I make a number of recommendations to enhance and strengthen the company’s proposed pilots.

Broadly, many of the pilots, as detailed in the CEF, identify important needs and opportunities,

but suffer fi’om a iack of txansparency and few opportunities tbr engagement and review from

stakeholders. This includes both transparency and input in the development of the pilots - such as

defining pilot objectives, targets, and technological strategies - and transparency in the review

and evaluation of these pilots after implementation. I provide a number of recommendations to

create a more open, coIlaborative, and transparent process from start to finish.

I also provide a few more specific recommendations on individual pilots, raising

additional measures or technologies that should be explicitly noted and considered during the

development phase. This includes studying the use of cold-climate heat pumps and heat pump

water heaters as load-shifting/demand response resources in the Emerging Technologies &

Approaches pilot and considering the use of electric vehicles (and vehicle-to-grid integration) and

electric water heaters as part of the Non-Wires Alternatives piiot.

Why should the Board and PSE&G implement measures to increase transparency and allow

for more engagement during the development, implementation, and review of pilot

programs?

First, I want to commend PSE&G for proposing these seven pitot programs. These pilots reflect

innovative and highly advanced approaches to energy efficiency and grid management. These

programs have a huge potential to transform the way the utility and customers think about energy

efficiency, such as a: active alternative to traditional transmission & distribution investments;

risk-reduction strategy and service for larger companies; and holistic, whole-building (or even

whole-community) meast~e.

It is precisely because these programs hold so much potential that PSE&G should increase
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transparency and provide for greater collaboration, engagement, and feedback from other parties

throughout the pilot process. This would better ensure ~at these pilot programs are designed in a

way that identifies the appropriate problems, considers the full suite of solutions and measures,

meets the needs of stakeholders, and asks the right questions during the evaluation process.

What steps could PSE&G take to create a more open, transparent process?

There are several steps PSE&G cotfld take. On the front-end, PSE&G should reach out and work

with Board Staff, Rate CounseI, and other interested stakeholders to provide feedback on

proposed pilot design, selection of contractors, and proposed technology and marketing

approaches to be implemented. PSE&6 has incorporated this broader, front-end engagement into

one of its pilots, the Emerging Technologies and Approaches (ETA) pilot. As shown in Table 31

of PSE&6’s Clean Energy Future Energy Efficiency Program Plan, a key ETA pilot collaborator

is the Stakeholder Advisory Committee with key responsibilities of: participating in meetings and

providing feedback on materials; providing input on pilot training needs, outreach plans, likely

market acceptance, potential market barriers; and sharing additional research. PSE&G should

incorporate and explicitly establish responsibilities for similar advisory groups for its other pilots.

As an example of where and how this could be incorporated, let’s consider PSE&G’s Non-

Wires Alternatives (NWA) and Non-Pipes Solutions (NPS) pilots. The current proposal notes a

number of actions PSE&G will take prior to fully implementing the pilots, including: selecting

contractors, conducting site identification and feasibility analysis, defining target zone(s), defining

necessary demand reductions required to defer infrastructure upgrades, and designing the most

"cost-effective and creative plan to achieve desired demand reductions within the target zone(s)."

The proposal does not discuss any opportunities for stakeholders to advise and provide feedback

at these junctures or for market participants to shape solutions and compete to minimize costs. I
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believe that the pilot would be improved if PSE&G explicitly built in time and formal

opportunities for stakeholders to review and offer suggestions, especially on the definition and

metrics tbr determining a "target zone" and on a draft plan for achieving the necessary demand

reductions through the pilots, and if PSE&G used market solicitations to setect contractors and

determine the work that the contractors would perform.

PSE&G should also provide for a more collaborative and open process at the tail-end of

the pilot programs. The description of evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V)

provided for the proposed pilots is vague. Each pilot only notes °°PSE&G will implement a robust

EM&V process and impact evaluation to assess customer satisfaction, lessons learned, energy

savings, and financial efficiencies that are realized. This process may ultimately contribute to the

development and design of a full scale [insert pilot name here] Subprogram offering." It is

unclear what the EM&V process will look like, who and to what extent non-utility participants

will be involved, what questions will be asked and metrics studied, or what the ultimate form and

structure of the evaluation will be.

PSE&G should use the EM&V process as another opportunity for stakeholder

collaboration and engagement. At the start, during the development of the pilot design and plan

(which would be done in an open process with oppommity for stakeholder input), PSE&G should

also set the process for the EM&V analysis. This would be done in consultation with stakeholders,

and where applicable, facilitators/contractors. Parties would establish expectations for the EM&V

process (e.g. areas and timing of input and feedback), the key purposes and questions to be

answered for each pilot, the format and scope of the final EM&V product, and specific metrics

and impacts to be studied. This list is not exhaustive, but intended to highlight important elements

for the EM&V process that should be

development of the pilot.

determined by PSE&G and stakeholders during the
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Q. Do you have other recommendations on PSE&G’s proposed pilots?

A. Yes. These recommendations are narrower, focusing on additional technologies and measures that

should be considered during the development of the pilot designs. A collaborative approach,

where PSE&G seeks input on the measures, outreach plans, and pilot design would likely identify

these or other measures not currently noted in the pilot descriptions.

First, in the ETA pilot, PSE&G should consider and study the potential of using heat pump

water heaters and cold climate heat pumps as a demand response, or load-shifting, resource.

PSE&G notes both of these technologies as "examples of previous technologies (and technologies

currently in ETA)," though it is unclear if either or both of these technologies are currently

considered as eligible technologies in the ETA. Nonetheless, focusing specifically on the potential

role and value of these highly-efficient options as load-shifting or demand-augmenting resources

is a new and important area of study. Sonoma Clean Power, in California, has recently

implemented a grid-integrated heat pump water heating pilot program for residential customers.

This is part of the "lead locally" initiative42, in partnership with the California Energy

Commission, to develop strategies to double the energy efficiency of the community’s existing

buildings through the "installation of promising emerging technologies (including heat pump

water heaters, advanced air-source "mini-split" heat pumps and phase change ceiling pmxels).’’43

The pilot is currently ongoing and will analyze, among other things, load shifting capability and

potential benefits to the grid of controlled heat pump water heaters.

Second, in its NWA pilot, PSE&G should also consider the potential of electric vehicles as

distributed energy resources. The NWA pilot already includes energy storage, both in-f~ont-of and

behind-the meter, as a possible technology. Recent battery storage pilots, such as those by

4~ https:!!sonomacleanpower.orgiprograms/tead-locally
43 California Energy Commission, GRANT REQUEST FORM for Agreement EPC-17-041 with Sonoma Clean Power

Authority, h~s:/iwww.ener~v.ca.gov/business meetings/2018 ~ackets!2018-04-11/ltem 12a EPC-17-041.pdf
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Vermont’s Green Momntain Power and New Hampshire’s Liberty Utilities, have shown that these

behind-the-meter storage technologies can produce significant demand, cost, and emissions

savings.44 However, electric vehicles can potentially be used similarly to reduce peak demand or

otherwise provide energy during peak times. For example, ConEd implemented a grid resiliency

pilot using electric schoo! buses in 2018.45 This pilot used electricity stored in batteries on

electric-powered school buses during the peak sununer month periods, when the buses were not

taking students to classes. ConEd could get 75 kilowatts of power during the summer months

from five buses, charging the batteries at times when demand for power is low and then

discharging the power onto the grid when demand is high. PSE&G should include electric

vehicles, both passenger vehicles and buses, as potential NWA measures available when

designing a plan to achieve necessary demand reductions in target zones. If these distributed

storage and energy resources are found to be reliable, effective measures in the NWA pilot,

PSE&G should consider filing stand-alone programs/pilots for battery storage and electric vehicle

charging in the furore, as the utilities referenced above have.

VII. CONCLUSION

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?

A. Yes.

,,4 See Trabish, Herman, "New Hampshire settlement moves ’cutting-edge’ utility BTM storage pilot forward,"

h t t9 s://www, u til i tydive, co m/he ws/n ew-h a m ps h ire-s e ttle m e n t-m o v e s-cu t tin g-edg e- u t i!!t¥- b t m-sto ra ge_=pil ot-fo r/542866/;
Green Mountain Power, "GMP Customers Keep Lights on With Stored Low Carbon Energy During Storm Outages", Press
Release, December 20:1.8, ~greenm~untainp~wer~c~m/news/gm--p-cust~mers~keep-~ights-~n-with-st~red-~w-carb~n-
energy-dur!ng-storm-outages!
45 h~ps://www.coned.comien/about-con-ed[son/media]news/20180619ielectric[tg-from-school-bus-batteries-wilI-support-con-

edison-grid-reliability
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